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Abstract: In the COVID-19 era, people face situations that they have never experienced before, which
alerted the importance of the ESG. Investors also consider ESG indexes as an essential factor for their
investments, and some research yielded that the return on sustainable funds is more significant than
on non-sustainable ones. Nevertheless, a deficiency in research exists about analyzing ESG through
artificial intelligence algorithms due to adversity in collecting ESG-related datasets. Therefore, this
paper suggests integrated AI approaches to the ESG datasets with the five different experiments. We
also focus on analyzing the governance and social datasets through NLP algorithms and propose a
straightforward method for predicting a specific firm’s ESG rankings. Results were evaluated through
accuracy score, RMSE, and MAE, and every experiment conducted relevant scores that achieved our
aim. From the results, it could be concluded that this paper successfully analyzes ESG data with
various algorithms. Unlike previous related research, this paper also emphasizes the importance
of the adversarial attacks on the ESG datasets and suggests methods to detect them effectively.
Furthermore, this paper proposes a simple way to predict ESG rankings, which would be helpful for
small businesses. Even though it is our limitation that we only use restricted datasets, our research
proposes the possibility of applying the AI algorithms to the ESG datasets in an integrated approach.

Keywords: ESG; machine learning; deep learning; COVID-19; data analysis; data science

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Globally, it has become a trend for companies to consider ESG factors in manage-
ment [1,2]. ESG, an abbreviation for environment, social, and governance, is a corporation
evaluation index that scrutinizes a company’s non-financial performance. It is closely
related to solving various problems regarding social inequality, corporate governance prob-
lems, climate change, working environment, and sustainability that humanity faces [3,4].
The importance of the ESG was elevated in the COVID-19 era [5–7]. According to a report
by BlackRock, people have concentrated more on how companies responded to the crisis,
such as dealing with employees or customers [8]. In the COVID-19 pandemic, people have
comprehended the concept of ESG through direct experience, and this experience also
affected the view of the investors [6,7]. The ESG index is now vital for both companies and
investors since investors consider it as an important factor in investment decisions [9,10],
which influences the future performance of the companies. Figure 1 compares the re-
turn on investment of ESG-related funds and non-ESG funds. It shows that the return of
ESG-related funds is higher than non-ESG funds, which implies the importance of ESG
in investments.

However, since interest in ESG has advanced rapidly [11], the absolute index for ESG
has not yet been established [12], and evaluation criteria differ within the agencies [13,14].
The absence of absolute criteria brings chaos to companies and investors [12], thus the role
of ESG experts is being emphasized [15]. Some researchers suggest AI algorithms [16–18]
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including machine learning and deep learning algorithms to analyze ESG, but collecting the
datasets is demanding. Quantitative datasets regarding the environment, such as carbon
data, are reachable [19]. Nevertheless, it is still challenging to gather and standardize social
and governance data. Natural language processing (NLP) effectively collects those datasets
as numerous social and governance activities are exhibited on social media.
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1.2. Objective

This paper suggests diverse AI approaches to analyzing ESG data through machine
learning and deep learning algorithms. Various strategies were utilized, including regres-
sion, classification, and anomaly detection methods for each dataset: classifying whether
investors conducted excellent or bad investments, detecting anomaly data to prevent an
adversarial attack, predicting the revenue based on ESG funds, classifying the sentences
in the article, and suggesting a straightforward method for predicting own ESG scores.
This research focuses on two main objectives: first, examining and analyzing social and
governance datasets via NLP algorithms of deep learning. Second, suggesting an explicit
method for predicting the company’s ESG scores or rankings.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related
research about the ESG and data analysis. Section 3 explains the materials and methods
used in this paper, including datasets for each experiment, machine learning, and deep
learning algorithms. Section 4 exhibits the results from each experiment with the accuracy
score, or root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). Section 5 discusses
this research’s principal findings and limitations that are expected to be improved in the
upcoming research. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes and concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Sharma et al. examined whether considering ESG data points leads to profitable
investments while promoting sustainability. The experiment indicated that higher ESG
scores lead to better financial performance. ML models such as linear and random forest
regression performed better when the training dataset included ESG and financial data.
The research pointed out a positive relationship between ESG data and financial growth
parameters [16].

In Margot et al.’s research, a machine learning algorithm was developed to identify
patterns between ESG profiles and the financial performance of companies. This machine-
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learning algorithm is composed of regularly updated sets of rules that map regions into
the high-dimensional space of the ESG feature to predict excess returns. The aggregated
predictions are converted into scores which are used to screen investments for stocks
with positive scores. This machine learning algorithm nonlinearly links ESG features
with financial performance. It is an efficient stock screening tool that outperforms classic
strategies, which screen stocks based on their ESG ratings. Via powerful and nonlinear
techniques such as machine learning, researchers found some form of alpha in an ESG
profile of a company [17].

Gupta et al. presented a framework for conducting statistical analysis and utilizing
machine learning techniques to assess the importance of ESG parameters for investment
decisions and how they affect financial performance. Return on equity was higher for
companies with the best ESG ratings than the rest [18].

D’Amato et al. identified the corporate structural variables that affect the ESG score.
In the numerical results, balance sheet items are a significant predictor of ESG score.
Compared to the classical regression approach based on GLM, the random forest algorithm
achieves the best prediction performance, demonstrating the ability to capture the nonlinear
pattern of the predictors [19].

D’Amato et al. aimed to evaluate how structural data such as balance sheet items and
income statements affect ESG scores for traded companies. A machine learning approach,
in particular the Random Forest algorithm, is applied to the Bloomberg ESG scores to
investigate the role of structural variables. According to this study, financial statement
items adequately explain the ESG score [20].

Yu et al. utilized machine learning algorithms to unveil the relationship between ESG
scores and stock returns based on RANKING CSR Rating Agency data. Compared with
non-ESG-related stocks, ESG-related stocks cannot generate excess returns and have risk
performance during a normal period [21].

Chen et al. proposed a machine learning approach to quantify the ESG premium of a
company and capture the ESG alpha by using ESG scholar data as alternative data. This
research shows that scholarly data-based ESG alpha strategies capture ESG premium better
than traditional financial indicators [22].

Alghofaili et al. aimed to improve the current detection techniques and enhance the
detection accuracy in light of big data. The proposed model is evaluated with a dataset of
credit card frauds, and the results are compared with the Auto-encoder model and some
other machine learning techniques. The results demonstrated that LSTM achieved 99.95%
accuracy in less than a minute [23].

Schultz et al. have developed a method for detecting unusual journal entries within
individual financial accounts using autoencoder neural networks. A list of entries that
two auditors manually tagged is compared with the identified journal entries. In the
comparison, all analyzed financial accounts showed high f-scores and high recall [24].

Wang et al. applied text classification to an open-source dataset involving news and
its relevance to the U.S. economy. Nine classifiers were used for text classification and
sentiment analysis, including three traditional machine learning models and six neural
network-based methods. Although the reviewed dataset is small and inherently chal-
lenging, Bi-LSTM, which has bidirectional dependencies, outperforms LSTM by 30% in
multiclass classification [25].

In Nugent et al.’s research, 31,605 news articles were classified into 20 ESG categories.
The study revealed that domain adaptation and data augmentation techniques using ESG
data improved classification performance. Using the domain adaptation model ‘Bert’, the
proposed model performed a precision score of 0.84 and an f1-score of 0.75 [26].

Guo et al. utilized data from 50,000 ESG news. The research examined the impact
of ESG issues in financial news and analyzed the predictive power of ESG news on stock
volatility. ESG news articles are extracted and converted into numerical figures using a
transformer-based language model and sentiment analysis. Transformer Language models
or text embedding convert symbolic text into dense numerical vectors maintaining the
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meaning-relatedness of text in the numerical space. Bayesian inference enables stable learn-
ing and predicting in the training and inference phases. This research method measured
the stock market’s volatility with RMSE and MAE [27].

We could figure out various methods to analyze ESG data from those works above,
such as machine learning and deep learning algorithms. However, those papers missed two
specific points: adversarial attacks and ESG score. Even though adversarial attack issues
are critical nowadays, the research did not cover this issue. Though extracting the ESG
score of the companies is vital, those researchers do not suggest a method for calculating
the score; they only proposed various methods of analyzing the ESG data. Therefore, our
research also focuses on these important issues.

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Experiment #1: Classifying Whether the Investment Is Good or Bad

For the first experiment, the dataset from the Kaggle website was utilized, which
could be accessed via https://www.kaggle.com/imanolrecioerquicia/400k-nyse-random-
investments-financial-ratios (accessed on 12 November 2021) [28]. This dataset, organized
as shown in Table 1, classified the target variable ‘investment’ as to whether it is good or bad.
Various financial variables, such as “EPS ratio”, “inflation”, “roe ratio” and “expected ratio”
are included in the dataset, which was gathered from over 400,000 random investments in
the NYSE market during the previous ten years. The dataset consists of 405,258 columns
and an “ESG rating” row, representing the ESG index. For accurate analysis, the dataset was
pre-processed through the MinMax scaler and checking/filling null values. Subsequently,
various machine learning algorithms analyzed the preprocessed dataset, and the result was
evaluated with the accuracy score.

Table 1. An overview of the dataset used in the first experiment from the Kaggle website.

ID Company Sector Horizon (Days) Amount ESG_Ranking Roa_Ratio

0 BBY RETAIL 2 100 12.0 8.69
1 BAC BANK 330 15,000 26.3 0.67
2 AXP BANK 7 3000 19.8 3.39
3 KSS RETAIL 5 20,000 12.9 4.41

3.2. Experiment #2: Unveiling the Impact of Noise on the Financial/ESG Data

Poisoning attacks, evasion attacks, and model extraction are examples of adversarial
attacks [29]. Since an adversarial attack is a critical issue in AI fields, we tried to disclose
the impact of the adversarial attacks and how to detect them. From those attacks, our
main target of the experiment is to uncover a poisoning attack, which attacks the training
dataset. The same dataset was used in the second experiment. As this experiment aims
to unveil the impact of the noise in the financial dataset, Gaussian noise was added to the
dataset. The same preprocessing steps were operated, as mentioned in the first experiment.
Then, we compared the result of the first experiment with the Gaussian noise. After the
comparison, we proposed anomaly detection models that efficiently detect the noise in
the given dataset. Local Outlier Factors (LOF) were utilized in the anomaly detection to
clarify how our models effectively catch the noise-added data. Through this experiment,
we could figure out the potential danger of adversarial attacks, which reveal significant
financial data.

3.3. Experiment #3: Predicting the Financial Performance through ESG Data

Since the previous research suggested that the ESG ratios could affect financial return,
the third experiment was set up to prove the hypotheses. The data can be accessed through
the website: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/patrickgaspar/fossil-free-funds (accessed
on 18 March 2022) [30]. The description of the Kaggle site mentions that they collected the
dataset from https://fossilfreefunds.org/ (accessed on 18 March 2022) [31], which unveils

https://www.kaggle.com/imanolrecioerquicia/400k-nyse-random-investments-financial-ratios
https://www.kaggle.com/imanolrecioerquicia/400k-nyse-random-investments-financial-ratios
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/patrickgaspar/fossil-free-funds
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whether our savings are invested in fossil funds. The structure of the dataset is shown in
Table 2. For the experiment, indicators that are not ESG-related and rows and columns
with missing values were removed. The train-test split function from the Scikit library was
applied, and then the Robust scaler was utilized to minimize the impact of the outlier data.
Specifically, the train dataset’s proportion is 70% and the test set is 30%. As well, the hyper
parameter of the Robust scaler was set as its default. In consequence, various machine
learning algorithms were evaluated with mean absolute error (MAE) and R-squared error.

Table 2. An overview of the dataset used in the first experiment from the Kaggle website.

Fund Profile:
Asset Manager

Fund Profile:
Shareclass Type

Fund Profile:
Category Group

Fund Profile:
US-SIF Member

Fund Profile:
Fund Net Assets

Fund Profile:
Percent Rated

Fund
Profile: Ticker

1290 Funds Open-end
mutual fund

International
Equity Funds N/A 32,236,053 0.981063562 TNBRX

1290 Funds Open-end
mutual fund

International
Equity Funds N/A 32,236,053 0.981063562 TNBRX

1290 Funds Open-end
mutual fund

International
Equity Funds N/A 32,236,053 0.981063562 TNBRX

1290 Funds Open-end
mutual fund

International
Equity Funds N/A 32,236,053 0.981063562 TNBRX

3.4. Experiment #4: Classifying the News Articles into E, S, and G Labels

Recent research focuses on analyzing corporations’ ESG issues via text mining. Since
gathering datasets about social and governance is quite difficult, we collected them by
crawling the news datasets about specific companies. The news dataset was gathered
from the Korean website “Naver” for the final experiment. Titles and articles of the news
were collected through the crawling method. For each article and title, if the contexts
were related to the environment, social, and governance, “E,” “S,” and “G” were labeled,
respectively. Table 3 indicates the dataset’s overall structure. Tokenization, lemmatization,
and removing Stop Words methods were selected for the processing since the dataset is
based on natural language (Korean). Thereafter, deep learning models, including gated
recurrent unit (GRU), long short-term memory (LSTM), and bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM),
classified the labels and calculated the accuracy score of the proposed models.

Table 3. An overview of the dataset utilized in the fourth experiment; crawling from the portal websites.

Title Date Source Article Target
(ESG)

JY Samsung’s Compliance
Committee, which drew

promises. . .Emerging as a major
axis of governance reform [32]

7 September 2021
00:00:00 edaily

Samsung’s independent outside
watchdog, the Samsung Compliance

Committee, is responsible for
restructuring Samsung’s governance

structure and. . .

G

Samsung Electronics Certifies
‘Product Carbon Footprint’ of
4 System Semiconductors [33]

9 September 2021
00:00:00

samsung
newsroom

Samsung Electronics also received
‘international environmental

certification’ for system semiconductor
products following memory. . .

E

“Looking forward to Samsung
Semiconductor jobs” vs.
“Environmental and tax

burden” [34]

10 September 2021
00:00:00 zdnet korea

Most of Taylor’s citizens in the U.S.
welcomed Samsung Electronics’

consignment production
(foundry) plant.

E

Samsung Biologics Participates
in Development of Climate and

Environmental Risk
Management Model of FSS [35]

13 September 2021
00:00:00 helathinnews

Samsung Biologics (CEO John Lim) is
the Financial Supervisory Service’s

climate and environmental risk
management model

development project.

E
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3.5. Calculating ESG Scores through Financial Data

Since there is no objective and absolute method for calculating ESG scores, ESG
scores differ in various institutions. Furthermore, small businesses find it more difficult to
calculate their ESG scores. Therefore, through this experiment, our paper suggests a simple
and powerful method for predicting the companies’ ESG scores from the financial data.
The same dataset in the first and second experiments was utilized. Since the purpose of this
experiment is to provide a simple and effective method for small businesses to calculate
their ESG scores, a few financial-related input variables were included: “amount” (number
of dollars invested), “nominal return”, “PE_ratio”, “EPS_ratio”, “PS_ratio”, “PB_ratio”,
“NetProfitMargin_ratio”, “current_ratio”, “ROA_ratio” and “ROE_ratio”, as shown in
Table 4. The target variable is the ESG index in the dataset. Our model enables small
businesses to predict their ESG index through machine learning algorithms and to compare
the score with major companies such as Amazon and Apple.

Table 4. An overview of the dataset utilized in the fifth experiment; a limited number of variables are
related to financial data.

Amount Nominal
Return PE_Ratio PS_Ratio PB_Ratio Roa_Ratio ESG_Ranking

100 −0.03722 12.58 0.38 3.19 8.69 12.0
15,000 0.32431 11.39 1.71 0.54 0.67 26.3
3000 −0.00575 10.58 1.67 2.6 3.39 19.8

20,000 0.058387 11.09 0.36 1.25 4.41 12.9

3.6. Experiment Pipeline

As mentioned above, our experiment consists of five different artificial intelligence-
based experiments. Even though those experiments have the commonality that they
are ESG data-based analyses, each represents different machine learning approaches to
classification, anomaly detection, and regression. Figure 2 shows the entire pipeline of
our experiments.
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4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Light Gradient Boosting Machine

The Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM) is an innovative method created to
address the drawbacks of conventional boosting methods, such as gradient boosting and
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XG Boosting). When dealing with a dataset with many dimen-
sions, the techniques could not deliver successful outcomes since they took a long time
to compute. Gradient-based One-Side Sampling (GOSS) and Exclusive Feature Bundling
were used to apply two novel techniques to the LGBM (EFB). The GOSS only remains the
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variables with high information gain, so it could efficiently remove the computation time
by reducing the number of variables. The EFB is a highly effective technique, especially for
the highly sparse dataset which went through One-Hot encoding. These techniques allow
the LGBM to overcome the traditional boosting algorithms’ downsides and become one of
the most widely used algorithms in data analysis competitions, such as Kaggle [36].

4.2. Local Outlier Factors

Local outlier factors (LOF) were mainly invented to determine how much each obser-
vation deviates from the provided dataset. LOF effectively achieves its objective using the
neighbor of the observation to estimate the degree of an outlier from a local perspective
rather than considering whole datasets. The density between each data point and its neigh-
bor points is used to determine the outlier, which means that if the density of the point is
less, it is more likely to be classified as the outlier. The LOF is derived from “k-distance of a
data point p”, “k-nearest neighbors of p”, “Reachability distance of p concerning o”, “Local
reachability density of p”, and “LOF of p”. [37,38].

Definition 1. K-distance of data point p.

The mathematical expression denotes the first definition used in the LOF: A Euclidean
n-dimensional space is used to determine the distance between the two data points p and o.

d(p, o) =

√
n

∑
i=1

(pi − oi)
2 (1)

Definition 2. K-nearest neighbors of p.

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) of p denotes any data point q whose distance to the p data
point is not larger than the k-distance. As shown in the Equation, the K-Nearest Neighbors
of q constitute the so-called k-distance neighborhood of p (2).

Nk−distance(p) (p) = {q ∈ D\{p} | d (p, q) ≤ k− distance (p)} (2)

Definition 3. Reachability distance of p concerning o.

The expression denotes the reachability distance, which is a distance between data
point p and data point o

reach− distk(p, o) = max {k− distance (o), d(p, o)} (3)

4.3. Long Short Term Memory

Long short-term memory (LSTM) is one of a recurrent neural network (RNN), one of
a deep learning algorithm. Deep neural networks (DNNs) are one-way networks in which
input data passes through neural networks. RNNs differ in the overall network structure.
The output from the RNN node becomes an input to the same node, which is called a
“recurrent”. RNN model has the disadvantage of a vanishing gradient problem and LSTM
overcomes it by including ‘cell state’. This allows the LSTM to preserve information for a
long time. The entire architecture of the LSTM includes an input gate, an output gate, and
a forget gate [13,39].

4.4. Gated Recurrent Unit

The gated recurrent unit (GRU) is also an RNN-based algorithm and has a similar
architecture to the LSTM. In comparison, the LSTM consists of three gates whereas GRU
consists of the reset gate and the update gate. The reset gate aims to clear the historical
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data from previously hidden levels. The sigmoid function is used as an output activation
function after multiplying the value (0,1) at the previously hidden layer. The update gate
determines a proportion of retaining previous information and corresponding current
information. By multiplying the reset gate and the previous hidden state in the current
hidden state, it decides on information to erase from the previous time step. Lastly, the
final hidden state seeks to compute the hidden layer at the current moment by merging the
results of both the update gate and the candidate hidden state [40,41].

zt = σ(Wz·[ht−1, xt]) (4)

rt = σ(Wr·[ht−1, xt]) (5)

h̃t = tanh(W·[rt ∗ ht−1, xt]) (6)

ht = (1− zt) ∗ ht−1+zt ∗ h̃t (7)

5. Experiment Result
5.1. Result of Experiment #1

Multiple machine learning algorithms, including decision tree, logistic regression,
gradient boosting, adaptive boosting, random forest, XG boosting, LGBM, and extra tree
were used in the first experiment. As shown in Figure 3, the results demonstrate that
most of the classifiers performed well with more than 90% accuracy. While only logistic
regression obtained 67.51%. LGBM, extra tree, gradient boosting, and decision tree, in
particular, achieved greater than 99%. The hyper-parameters of every machine learning
algorithm used in this experiment were set as their default.
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5.2. Result of Experiment #2

The overall accuracy of the classifiers was diminished in the second experiment after
incorporating Gaussian noise into the training dataset. LGBM had the most remarkable
accuracy of 88.5 percent, which dropped from 99.5 percent. Other algorithms with greater
than 99 percent accuracy lost about 15 percent of their accuracy, as Figure 4 indicates. These
findings show that the noise data significantly influence the accuracy of the suggested
machine learning models. It also revealed a potential threat of noise data, which an
adversarial attack might trigger. Furthermore, none of the hyper parameter tunings was
utilized; all models were set as default.
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After the comparison, the dataset was manipulated to see if the noise in the data could
be detected. As a result, the previous target column “investment” was removed, and the
new variable “noise” was introduced as its alternative. The “noise” column only had 1 and
0 values, indicating noise and standard data respectively. The modified dataset contains just
1% of the noise data; the rest is standard data. Two ideal anomaly detection techniques, local
outlier factors (LOF) and isolation forest (IF) discovered the noise data. The unsupervised
anomaly detection model’s accuracy on the test set was 84.1% by IF and 95.156% by LOF.
In addition, Figure 5 illustrates a confusion matrix for each outcome. Outcome shows the
possibility of detecting the noise data effectively to prevent an adversarial attack.
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5.3. Experiment #3: Predicting the Financial Performance through ESG Data

In Experiment #3, the fund’s annual return was obtained from various machine
learning and deep learning techniques. MAE evaluated LGBM’s prediction as 1.78, deep
learning GRU as 0.9821, and random forest as 0.6677, as shown in Figure 6. Foremost, Extra
Tree regression’s annual return prediction resulted in 0.5849 of MAE, which was the best
performance of all models. This experiment concluded that ESG indicators could help
predict the fund’s annual return with a minor error, which implies that ESG indicators have
a positive relationship with the fund’s annual return. If funds, investors, and companies can
predict returns within a small margin of error, it is expected to help various stakeholders’
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decisions about the fund. None of the hyper parameter tunings were used; all algorithms
were used in their default configurations.
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5.4. Experiment #4: Classifying the News Articles into E, S, and G Labels

A multi-classification study was conducted to classify three fields: Environment, Social,
and Governance in this experiment. The highest score of prediction was 0.8582 when the
classification was conducted using embeddings and Bi-LSTM without processing Stop
Words. However, the highest score was 0.8936 when the prediction conducted embeddings
and Bi-LSTM after processing the Stop Words. The experiment proved that classifying
the articles into E, S, and G labels is efficient as the proposed model yields about 90% of
accuracy. It also explained that institutions can easily find specific companies’ ESG activities
efficiently through online articles. Furthermore, from the company’s perspective, they must
respond quickly to important ESG issues to protect their image and value since various
issues of companies spread rapidly to the world through the media. This finding could
help them respond more efficiently. For hyper parameter tuning, the learning rate was set
at 0.001; the sigmoid function was used for the activation function.

5.5. Experiment #5: Calculating ESG Scores through Financial Data

Experiment #5 is about predicting ESG scores through machine learning algorithms.
As mentioned above, only financial-related variables were selected as the input variables,
enabling small businesses to effectively predict their ESG scores. Various machine learning
algorithms were utilized, as found in Figure 7. The gradient boosting and XGB algorithms
yielded the most accurate prediction with low RMSE and MAE scores. Through this
experiment, it can be concluded that it is possible to predict the ESG scores with the
financial-related variables. The finding would be helpful for small businesses to predict
their scores. Since the importance of the ESG has been increasing, even small businesses
should be aware of their ESG-related scores or stats. However, as the calculated ESG scores
from this experiment are related values, not absolute values, firms should consider this
when using these results to compare the scores to the other businesses. All algorithms were
utilized in their default settings; none of the hyper-parameter tunings were applied.
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Figure 7. Graph representing MAE and RMSE score from each model: Decision Tree, Linear Regres-
sion, Gradient Boosting, LGBM, XGB, and Random Forest. Since the MAE and RMSE represent the
differences between actual and predicted values, lower values signify better performance.

6. Discussion

This research successfully conducted five experiments to analyze ESG datasets through
AI algorithms. We also propose diverse approaches to machine learning algorithms, which
is our research’s principal finding. Representative techniques are regression, classification,
and animation detection. This paper covered all of these approaches and yielded substantial
results for each experiment. Furthermore, we successfully classified each sentence in the
article into ESG labels with high accuracy through NLP technologies. This finding would
help institutions collect ESG-related activities from particular companies. We also propose
a simple method for predicting their estimated ESG rankings via financial-related variables.
Even if this paper yields these successful results, limitations exist. The dataset we used
is insufficient. In the fourth experiment, we collected the data ourselves by crawling
the articles, but crawling further information from the company is too complicated. We
had to download the datasets from the Kaggle website and thus, the datasets used in
our experiment are limited. We aim at two things in further research. First, the fourth
experiment, which is classifying the sentences of articles, is based on the Korean language.
We will conduct more experiments based on various languages, including English, French,
and Spanish. Second, since collecting the ESG-related datasets from the companies is
difficult, our team will cooperate with specific companies to gather abundant data and
apply these experiments’ results to real-life situations.

7. Conclusions

While the importance of ESG is increasing, the number of studies related to ESG anal-
ysis is less than expected. This paper suggests diverse approaches to analyzing ESG topics
via artificial intelligence algorithms. We design five different experiments: determining
whether an investment is a good or bad decision to invest based on the ESG index, identify-
ing anomalies in the dataset, predicting financial performance using ESG data, classifying
sentences in articles into ESG labels, and recommending a method for extracting the ESG
index of companies utilizing machine learning models. All of these experiments showed
prominent results, achieving about 99% accuracy in classification in the first experiment,
95% accuracy in detecting noise data in the second one, a 0.5849 MAE score in the third
experiment, about 90% accuracy in classifying the sentences into ESG labels in the fourth
experiment, and 1.18 of RMSE and 1.4 MAE in the last experiment. In summary, we can
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conclude that: (1) the financial +ESG variables could effectively predict the result of the
investment, which could help investors; (2) the impact of noise data in the financial + ESG
dataset is critical, but can effectively detect those data through LOF algorithms; (3) there
is a high positive relationship between ESG and annual return; (4) each article could be
efficiently classified into ESG labels, which help to figure out ESG activities of the specific
company; and (5) a simple machine learning model can predict ESG index. As investments
are expected to be more dependent on ESG and companies concentrate on ESG, our analysis
aids stakeholders’ decision-making and companies’ management, opening a new horizon
on sustainability. Furthermore, our paper is more informative than other related papers in
suggesting various AI-based techniques and yielding significant results that can support
various firms and institutions. In further research, since these results indicate that the
superior performance of each algorithm is sophisticated enough for applying them to the
real world, we are looking forward to conducting real-life analysis based on more datasets
by collaborating with specific firms.
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